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Strategic approach towards Strategic approach towards 
marketingmarketing

In what business are you in ?In what business are you in ?

What are you selling ?What are you selling ?

ExampleExample……



We create the RitzWe create the Ritz--Carlton Carlton 
experienceexperience--one which enlivens one which enlivens 
the senses, instills well being, the senses, instills well being, 
and fulfills even the and fulfills even the 
unexpressed wishes and needs unexpressed wishes and needs 
of our guestsof our guests

We rent roomsWe rent rooms
RitzRitz--Carlton Carlton 
HotlsHotls

We make business more We make business more 
productive by helping them scan, productive by helping them scan, 
store, retrieve, revise, distribute, store, retrieve, revise, distribute, 
print, and publish documentsprint, and publish documents

We make copying, fax and We make copying, fax and 
other office machinesother office machinesXeroxXerox

We sell lifestyle and self We sell lifestyle and self 
expression; success and status; expression; success and status; 
memories, hopes. And dreams.memories, hopes. And dreams.

We make cosmeticsWe make cosmeticsRevlonRevlon

MarketMarket--orientedoriented
definitiondefinition

Prod / serviceProd / service
Oriented definitionOriented definition

CompanyCompany

MarketMarket--oriented business oriented business 
definitiondefinition



Strategic question ?!Strategic question ?!

Where will the success / money Where will the success / money 
be 2 years from now ?be 2 years from now ?



Marketing definedMarketing defined

Marketing is merely a civilized form of Marketing is merely a civilized form of 
warfare in which most battles arewarfare in which most battles are
won with words, ideas, and won with words, ideas, and 
disciplined thinkingdisciplined thinking

Albert  W. EmeryAlbert  W. Emery
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Relationship between customer Relationship between customer 
satisfaction & loyaltysatisfaction & loyalty



Attitudes, financial situation and Attitudes, financial situation and 
size of the SA marketsize of the SA market



MINDERS IN SOUTH AFRICA

OLD SOUTH AFRICA                         (18%)

NEW SOUTH AFRICA                        (28%)

EMERGING – EMPOWEREDS          (13%)

STILL DISADVANTAGED                   (40%)



The new South Africa – attitudes towards the future

WORRIED ABOUT LIFEWORRIED ABOUT LIFE

Opportunity
(27%) Young worriers

(20%)

Positive about future Negative about future

Future positive
(31%)

SA pessimists
(20%)

Hedonistic
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POPULATION OF SOUTH AFRICAPOPULATION OF SOUTH AFRICA

Whites, 
11.7%

Asians, 
2.5%

Blacks, 
77.4%

Coloureds
8.4%



Household expenditure in South Africa

Housing & electricity, 
22.1%

Other, 24.7%
Transport, 8.7%

Income tax, 12.5%

Food, 19.7%

Medical & dental, 4.1%
Clothing & footw ear, 

4.1%Insurance & funds, 
4.1%



Cars, 65.3%Cell phones, 
10.2%

Clothes, 8.2%

Other, 16.3%

Products with most status overall





PERSONAL DISPOSABLE INCOME PER PERSONAL DISPOSABLE INCOME PER 
CAPITA BY PROVINCECAPITA BY PROVINCE

Northern Province

Eastern Cape

North West

KwaZulu-Natal

Mpumalanga

Free State

Northern Cape

Western Cape

Gauteng

South Africa

R6 021

R7 792

R9 693

R10 592

R11 088

R12 334

R12 481

R20 777

R25 986

RAND
R13 502



Household debt to disposable income of households
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Household saving to disposable income ratio
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Consumer trends in South AfricaConsumer trends in South Africa



AFRIPOLITAN

S.A. has a multicultural society due to urbanization trends, 
influx of Africans from north of our borders, 
black Americans seeking their roots as well

as emigrants from Taiwan and Eastern Europe.

BARRIER BUSTERS
People are questioning traditional gender roles.  
The dividing lines between old and young are 

becoming less apparent in terms of music, 
fashion, lifestyle and holidays.



BELONGING
People seek the company of 

likeminded individuals (membership groups).

BLACK PRIDE
As black South Africans become more 
confident economically and socially, 
they are forming their own proud and 
unique identity.  They are influenced 
by global and international trends as 

a result of international travel, movies, 
magazines and newspapers, the Internet 

and technology.



BODY BEAUTIFUL

The body = the person.  Men and 
women are increasingly aware of 

the link between diet, exercise and health.

BRAIN DRAIN
The response of many South 

Africans to the New South Africa 
is to emigrate.

BURNOUT
People are battling with the 

demands of their daily lives.  They are 
extremely stressed and constantly feel

exhausted and unable to cope 
(at all socio-economic levels) due 

to the overloading of too many jobs or tasks.



CATCHING UP
“Gain without pain, pass one pass all.”
This is a uniquely South African trend, 

which is a direct result of apartheid.  
People who were discriminated against

now feel that it is their right to have 
access to what was previously denied 

them – education, jobs, services, housing, 
consumer goods and lifestyle.

COMING TOGETHER
People are showing an increased 

commitment to their own communities
as a result of the breakdown in 

traditional social structures and the 
high proportion of working parents.



COMMUNITY FORTRESS
This is a response to an environment 

that is perceived to be dangerous and violent.

CONSUMER POWER
When it comes to choosing which brand 
to buy, the balance of power has shifted

away from the manufacturer towards 
the consumer.  It is the consumer 

“pulling” rather than the manufacturer 
“pushing”, which drives the market in S.A.

DAY OF THE FOX
Many South Africans, particularly young 
young school leavers or graduates, are
unable to find jobs.  People must create

their own work opportunities 
with the result of a growth in the SMME sector.



EDGE WALKER
Young consumers feel restricted by 

the connections and norms of society. 
Fashions and trends change constantly 

within this sector, and keeping up is 
expensive, making this a lucrative but difficult 

market.

FAMILY FORTRESS
Where several members of the same 
family each buy a house/townhouse 
in the same complex.  Each family 

retains its independence and privacy 
but gains a safety net and benefits 

from the family support system 
(baby-sitting, house – and pet-minding).



I WANT IT ALL; I WANT IT NOW
“Everyone else has one, so why shouldn’t I”
once upon a time, people saved up to buy 

something.  Nowadays, however, people see
that other people have new cars etc., and 

follow suit.    Increasingly, such people live 
for today with little thought for the future.

LIFE GUARDING
This is the shielding of self and family 

team environmental dangers.  At a 
consumer level, the proliferation of 

anti-germ products is a manifestation of this trend.



LOVE, PEACE AND HEALTH
This refers to the quest for personal harmony 

through a natural, healthy and spiritual lifestyle.
Consumers turn to natural and herbal remedies.

MINI-SIZING
Consumers tend to buy goods in smaller

packages (affluent single-person households).

NEST BOUND
Many younger people continue to live in their 
family/parent homes.  This is a response to 
lack of jobs, high property/rental cost and 

retrenchments.



PAVLOV’S CONSUMER
The philosophy is “what’s in it for me?”
Consumers have an enormous range

of choices and are increasingly experimenting, 
becoming less predictable and displaying less 
brand loyalty.  They expect some pay-back or 

incentive for their loyalty (free airtime minutes etc.)

PRIVATE STATE
Consumers respond to what they perceived 

as being a decline in standards by taking 
more control of things that effect their own 

lives (safety, pension funds etc.)



SIMPLIFICATION
Consumers try to simplify their lives by 

consciously limiting their choices regarding 
where to stop and what to buy.  Consumers 

use technology to simplify their lives (e-commerce).

SOAP WORLD
People are increasingly concerned about 
having the right image and appearance –
being thin and beautiful is the key to being 

accepted and liked.



SPECIALLY ME
Consumers increasingly want to be treated 
as individuals and to have their own specific 

tastes and needs catered for – cost is no obstacle. 
This trend has developed as a form of rejection 
of the mass market.  They expect recognition in 

the specialty shops and restaurants.

STAYING UP
The battle to “stay up” is tough and consumers
are under a great deal of stress.  They battle to

pay their installments on cars, furniture etc. 
and still keep up the right appearance in terms of 

clothes and lifestyle.



SUBURBANISATION
Starting in the early 1990’s and escalating 
sharply after 1994, black families who can 
afford to do so have been moving out of 
the townships to suburban areas where
they enjoy better infrastructures, larger 

houses and shops.

VENUS ASCENDING 
Women enter the workplace, get married and 
take on family commitments. Most continue to

work mainly in response to the high cost of 
living.  More and more women play key 

roles in decision making and increasingly 
seek ways of maximizing their personal time.



VIRTUAL WORLD
South Africa has an extensive Internet and 
telecommunications network.  E-commerce 

and virtual shopping are already widely available 
in South Africa.

WIDE BOYS
“Get rich at any  cost” – greed is good
“Everybody does it, therefore its fine”.



SUMMARISING TRENDSCAPES INTO SUMMARISING TRENDSCAPES INTO 
THE SIX KEY MACRO TRENDSTHE SIX KEY MACRO TRENDS

Includes trends such as Includes trends such as ““fast lanefast lane”” and and ““staying upstaying up””Surviving the rat raceSurviving the rat race

Includes trends such as Includes trends such as ““community fortresscommunity fortress”” and and 
““family fortressfamily fortress””

FortressingFortressing

Includes trends such as Includes trends such as ““black prideblack pride”” and and ““consumer consumer 
powerpower””

ItIt’’s my rights my right
(Entitlement)(Entitlement)

Includes trends such as Includes trends such as ““belongingbelonging”” and and ““minimini--
sizingsizing””

Keeping inKeeping in
(Belonging/grouping)(Belonging/grouping)

Includes trends such as Includes trends such as ““edgewalkeredgewalker”” and and 
““simplificationsimplification””

Make it mine  (and save me time)  Make it mine  (and save me time)  
((CustomisationCustomisation and time and time 
consciousness)consciousness)

Includes trends such as Includes trends such as ““soap worldsoap world””,  ,  ““catching upcatching up””
and and ““I want it all;  I want it nowI want it all;  I want it now””

Getting Getting ““the lookthe look””



BODY BEAUTIFUL TRENDBODY BEAUTIFUL TREND

Fast growing in SAStarted in 1980Global trendLSM 6 – 8
Fear of obesity – image is everything

Products that appeal to their need for the “body 
beautiful” – gym memberships,  energy drinks,  health 
foods,  high-potency supplements,  lifestyle magazines, 
etc.

Products
Young emerging market – middle to upper class youthTarget

Credit-based, little capital – lifestyle funded by salary
Stressful – fear of losing everything

Negatives

Pride in success
Health focused
Enjoyment of admiration /attention

Positives

Fairly successful
Seemingly affluent
Materialistic
Very image conscious
Diet conscious and body aware

Lifestyle



WHAT ARE THE ORIGINS OF THE WHAT ARE THE ORIGINS OF THE ““BODY BODY 
BEAUTIFULBEAUTIFUL”” TREND,  HOW WILL IT TREND,  HOW WILL IT 
CHANGE AND WHO IS AFFECTED BY IT?CHANGE AND WHO IS AFFECTED BY IT?

o Growing stonger
in young
emerging market
(LSM 6 – 8)

o Prevalent among
affluent and
higher socio-
economic groups

o Started in the
eighties, gained
momentum
during the early
nineties but
really “took off”
in late nineties in
South Africa

o Expected to
continue growing
strongly

o Global trend
started in the
eighties

o Increased
obsession with
health and
beauty

TrendstrikeTrendlineTrendsource



THE “STAYING UP” TREND”THE “STAYING UP” TREND”
Fast growingFast growingNew trendNew trendSouth African South African 

trendtrend
LSM 6 LSM 6 -- 88

Fear of slipping back – the abyss beckons

▪▪ UpmarketUpmarket goods goods –– cars, furniture, houses, schools,cars, furniture, houses, schools,
clothing, travel, restaurantsclothing, travel, restaurants

ProductsProducts

▪▪ New upper classNew upper classTargetTarget

▪▪ CreditCredit--based, little capital based, little capital –– lifestyle funded by salarylifestyle funded by salary
▪▪ Stressful Stressful –– fear of losing everythingfear of losing everything

NegativesNegatives

▪▪ Pride in successPride in success
▪▪ Enjoyment of admiration/attentionEnjoyment of admiration/attention

PositivesPositives

▪▪ SuccessfulSuccessful
▪▪ StylishStylish
▪▪ Seemingly affluentSeemingly affluent
▪▪ MaterialisticMaterialistic
▪▪ Image consciousImage conscious

LifestyleLifestyle



WHAT ARE THE ORIGINS OF THE WHAT ARE THE ORIGINS OF THE ““STAYING STAYING 
UPUP”” TREND,  HOW WILL IT CHANGE AND WHO TREND,  HOW WILL IT CHANGE AND WHO 
IS AFFECTED BY IT?IS AFFECTED BY IT?

Mainly the new Mainly the new 
eliteelite

(LSM 7 & 8(LSM 7 & 8

New arrivals inNew arrivals in
LSM 6LSM 6

Started in the eighties,Started in the eighties,
gained moment duringgained moment during
the early nineties,the early nineties,
and really  and really  ““took offtook off””
after 1994after 1994

Expected to growExpected to grow
stronglystrongly

The New South AfricaThe New South Africa

The redistribution ofThe redistribution of
jobs to the previouslyjobs to the previously
disadvantageddisadvantaged

Economic climateEconomic climate

TrendstrikeTrendstrikeTrendlineTrendlineTrendcourceTrendcource



Total Market : 2004 Volumes vs 2003 Volumes
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TOTAL MARKET- May 2005



Top 7 sellers in SATop 7 sellers in SA

Period: Jan ‘04 Period: Jan ‘04 -- Dec ‘04Dec ‘04
26,983

24,143 23,864

21,378

18,537
16,636

15,292
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SALES – MAY 2005

630630FASAFASA
757757PEUGEOTPEUGEOT

11721172TATATATA
18661866RENAULTRENAULT
27092709BMW GROUPBMW GROUP
35783578NISSANNISSAN
42024202DAIMLERCHRYSLERDAIMLERCHRYSLER
61076107GMSAGMSA
61106110FMCSAFMCSA
72787278VWVW
93069306TOYOTATOYOTA

VOLUMEVOLUMEMANUFACTURERMANUFACTURER



Sales- May 
2005

4586745867TOTALTOTAL

11TYCO RENAULTTYCO RENAULT
22FIATFIAT
55ERFERF

2828TYCO DAFTYCO DAF
2828PORSCHEPORSCHE
4545DAIMLERCHRYSLER (FL)DAIMLERCHRYSLER (FL)
6969IVECOIVECO
7171TYCO INTERNATIONALTYCO INTERNATIONAL
7474DAIMLERCHRYSLER (FUSO)DAIMLERCHRYSLER (FUSO)
9393SCANIASCANIA

104104VOLVO TRUCKSVOLVO TRUCKS
121121SUBARUSUBARU
154154MAN TRUCK & BUSMAN TRUCK & BUS
223223FORDFORD
266266NISSAN DIESELNISSAN DIESEL
343343DAIMLERCHRYSLER (MB)DAIMLERCHRYSLER (MB)



Stokvel:
Investment growth

Burial society:
Insurance & security

Resourceful

Burial
Society

46%     38%

LSM 4 - 6

44%     47% 

LSM 1 - 3

Stokvel

LSM 7 - 10

Survival

10%     15%

Informal saving schemes:  Different roles for different people



4%
4%

As a % of 
a total
Monthly
income

Average contribution
Average HH income

8% 9%

4%

5%

4%

2%

3%

2%STOKVELS: TOTAL ESTIMATED INVESTMENT ISR5,61 BILLIONSTOKVELS: TOTAL ESTIMATED INVESTMENT ISR5,61 BILLION

R63    R73        R48       R78       R98    R142   R197    R161      R315      R508
R770 R879   R1 104  R1 534  R2 195 R3 575 R5504  R7427  R10 561 R21 591

Stokvel contributions as a percentage of monthly household income



ACCESS TO THE INTERNET AND PCACCESS TO THE INTERNET AND PC

27 % OF WEB USERS ARE BETWEEN27 % OF WEB USERS ARE BETWEEN
18 AND 2418 AND 24

THE NUMBER OF STUDENTS USINGTHE NUMBER OF STUDENTS USING
THE WEB HAS INCREASEDTHE WEB HAS INCREASED
DRAMATICALLY FROM 6% DRAMATICALLY FROM 6% -- 15% IN15% IN
ONE YEARONE YEAR



Predicted growth rate of the Complementary Market

Most rapid growth rateHerbal product market

R 3 billionMarket share estimated 2005

R 1.738 billionMarket share estimated 2002

12Other

0.7Aromatherapy

4.3Sports nutrition

9.5Slimming

4.8Homeopathic

14.9Herbal

53.8Vitamins & Mineral

% SA Product Segmentation

7%Global growth

6Africa

6Middle East

8EEC
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050100 percent Extent of role specialisation

●Cleaning 
products

●Kitchenware

●Food●Other
furnishingsWIFE DOMINANT

●Child’s clothing
●Wife’s clothing

● Cosmetics

●Non-prescription 
drugs

● Appliances
AUTONOMIC

● House upkeep

● Husband’s clothing

● Alcoholic bevereges
● Savings objective

● Forms of saving
● Car

● Children’s
toys

● Living-room furniture

● Outside entertainment

● Vacation

SYNCRATIC
● School

● Housing

● Television

● Life insurance
● Other

HUSBAND DOMINANT

1.5



PURCHASING OF FROZEN MEAT

30%

15%

55%

Never
Always
Sometimes







Predicted consumer trends in Predicted consumer trends in 
South AfricaSouth Africa



E-commerce

Second hand cars
Shopping (young generation)
Customer is a click away



BrandingBranding

Marketing strategy of the moment



Market segmentationMarket segmentation

Market segmentation changed:
Phase 1

- Geographical
- Demographics
- Psychographics

Phase 2
Consumer behavior



Other trendsOther trends
Growth in personal health products
Personal savings are going to decline
Working wives/mothers
Pre-packed meals
Bread instead of maize/porridge
More or less similar buying behavior of  gender groups 
Metro man (new market segment)
Businesses will use size/power to dominate the market.  
JV’s will increase to keep competitors and to get access 
in distribution systems.



Other trends Other trends -- continuecontinue
Consumers are looking for more product/service 
information
Consumerism is here to stay
Consumers are:
-Looking for value for money
-Zone of tolerance will decline

-Loyalty will decline due to an increase in 
competition
Consumers want to “associate” with specialists.  
They are willing to pay but they want value for 
money.



Other trends Other trends -- continuecontinue

Foreign competitors will increase JV’s 
(ABSA)
Translation of Ads. Is still a problem in SA.
To enter the Sub-Sahara-market SA is a 
good option due to good infrastructure.
Trade marks will stay very important for 
the next 5 years.
Wellness – the trend of the moment



Predicted consumer trends in Predicted consumer trends in 
South AfricaSouth Africa



Predicted consumer trends in Predicted consumer trends in 
South Africa South Africa -- continuecontinue

Customers will pay more attention to trust 
and confidence than to awareness in their 
buying decision. 
SA consumer convenience oriented (one-
stop-shopping centers)



BUSINESS ANALYSIS MODELBUSINESS ANALYSIS MODEL

PRODUCT

LEGAL

SYSTEMS

COMMUNICATIONS

CASH FLOW

TE
AM

LEADERSHIP

MISSION



THANK YOUTHANK YOU
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